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ABSTRACT 
Polyketide synthase 13 (Pks13) is one of prominent targets to treat Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb). In the present 
study, pharmacophore features for Pks13, including two hydrogen bond donors, one hydrogen bond acceptor, and one 
hydrophobic feature, were built using a novel Pks13 inhibitor, TAM16. The pharmacophore features were then used 
to perform virtual screening on ZINC database to identify small molecules of Pks13 inhibitors. The obtained virtual 
hits of 107 small molecules were subjected to molecular docking studies employing iDock software to reveal their 
binding orientation to Pks13. Furthermore, four best hits, each bound to Pks13, were submitted to 40-ns molecular 
dynamics simulation to explore their conformational changes throughout simulation. The result showed that all hit 
compounds, i.e., Lig79/ZINC09281113, Lig94/ZINC09584070, Lig95/ZINC09209668, and Lig97/ZINC09216165, 
have better stabilities than that of TAM16 as indicated by their lower values of root-mean-square-deviation and root-
mean-square-fluctuation. In a similar way, prediction of binding free energy using molecular mechanics Poisson–
Boltzmann Surface Area method showed that all hit compounds have lower binding free energies than that of TAM16, 
indicating their potential as novel compounds of Pks13 inhibitors.

INTRODUCTION
Tuberculosis (TB) is an infectious disease caused 

by the bacillus Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb) that has 
become a serious threat for human being given the fact that it 
has killed approximately 1.5 million people around the world 
(World Health Organization, 2017). TB, especially pulmonary 
TB, is generally recognized for continuous three or more-week 
cough, fever, and severe weight loss (Ryu, 2015). Various anti-
TB medications have been known, such as isoniazid, rifampicin, 
streptomycin, which are known as first-line medications 
(Alangaden et al., 1998; Cruz et al., 2018; Manabe et al., 2012; 
Pandey et al., 2019), in addition to amikacin, kanamycin, and 
capreomycin, which are called as second-line drugs (Alangaden 

et al., 1998; Cruz et al., 2018; Krüüner et al., 2003; Maus et al., 
2005). However, issues on multi-drug resistance and extensively 
drug resistance of TB remain challenging (Cruz et al., 2018; 
Glaziou et al., 2015; Padiadpu et al., 2013). This fact highlights 
the urgent need to find a new chemical entity to combat the 
global burden of TB.

Polyketide synthase 13 (Pks13), together with the acyl-
AMP ligase (FadD32), is involved in the biosynthesis of long-
chain (C60-90) α-branched-β-hydroxylated fatty acid, mycolic 
acid, one of the main lipid components constituting thick cell wall 
of Mtb (Barry et al., 1998; Belardinelli and Morbidoni, 2013). 
Pks13 through its C-terminal thioesterase (TE) domain is involved 
in the key condensation step of the C40-60 meromycolate acid and 
saturated C26 alpha chain (Cruz et al., 2018; Portevin et al., 2004). 
Given the crucial role of mycolic acid to the pathology of TB, 
many reported that inhibition of Pks13 is a promising strategy for 
anti-TB therapy, as reported by Aggarwal et al. (2017), Ioerger  
et al. (2013), Thanna and Sucheck (2016), and Wilson et al. (2013).
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Today’s era has witnessed the emerging interest in the 
use of virtual screening method in drug discovery processes 
which reduce the overall time and cost. Therefore, the present 
work was devoted to taking advantage of the popular method for 
identifying the inhibitor of Pks13 inhibitor. The virtual screening 
involves the use of a large compound databases for identifying 
small molecules potentially bind to a protein target (Kothandan 
et al., 2017). Virtual screening consists of ligand-based approach 
including pharmacophore modeling and structure-based approach 
including molecular docking (Kothandan et al., 2017). Ligand-
based approach involves comparison of structural similarity 
of known and unknown compounds with an active known 
ligand as a query input (Dror et al., 2009), while the latter 
predicts the binding mode and affinity of the ligand in a drug 
target. This works describes the use of pharmacophore-based 
virtual screening, molecular docking, and molecular dynamics 
simulation to identify inhibitors of Pks13. The combined method 
is powerful in hit identification of a molecular target (Arba et al., 
2018a; 2018b).

COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

Pharmacophore modeling and database screening
The ZINCPharmer web server (http://zincpharmer.

csb.pitt.edu/) (Koes and Camacho, 2012) was employed for 
pharmacophore modeling, with the help of crystallographic 
structure of Polyketide synthase 13 (PDB ID: 5V3Y) and 
TAM16 as inhibitor. The ZINC database was employed by 
ZINCPharmer to perform hits compounds (Irwin et al., 2012) 
using a pharmacophore model of TAM16. A pharmacophore is 
considered as a spatial configuration of the essential features 
of ligand necessary for optimal binding with a specific target 
protein (Dror et al., 2009). The pharmacophore model was 
chosen for having two hydrogen bond donors, one hydrogen 
bond acceptor and one hydrophobic feature. The selected 
pharmacophore features allow to retrieve more diverse ligand of 
ZINC database. Each hydrogen bond donor/acceptor feature has 
a radius of 0.5 Å, while the hydrophobic feature has radius of 1 Å  
(Arba et al., 2018a).

Molecular docking and molecular dynamics simulation 
analysis

The obtained ligands from the virtual screening using 
ZINCPharmer were then subjected to molecular docking on 
polyketide synthase 13 (Pks13) active site employing iDock 
software (Li et al., 2012). The docking study is aimed to reveal 
the binding orientation of small molecule to a receptor protein. 
The crystallographic structure of Pks13 was downloaded 
from the Protein Data Bank with PDB ID 5V3Y (Aggarwal  
et al., 2017). The protein structure preparation includes adding 
polar hydrogen and assigning Kollman charges at physiological 
pH by means of AutoDockTools (Morris et al., 1998). Validation 
of docking protocol was achieved by redocking native ligand 
(TAM16) to obtain the values of root mean-square deviation 
(RMSD) between docked and experimental conformations.

The binding site of TAM16 was used as a center of the 
grid box sized 30 × 30 × 30 Å. The maximum number of binding 
conformations to write was 1, while other docking setting was left at 
default values. The Discovery Studio Visualizer (Dassault Systèmes, 

2015) was employed to analysis docking results. The docked ligands 
were ranked based on their binding energies and four ligands 
having the lowest binding energies and the best conformations were 
subjected for further molecular dynamics simulation.

In the present study, the molecular dynamics (MD) 
simulations were performed on four top hit compounds, each 
complexed with Pks13, using the GPU version of the PMEMD 
engine of the Amber 16 package (Case et al., 2005; Salomon-
Ferrer et al., 2013). The ff14SB (Maier et al., 2015) force field 
was utilized for protein, while General Amber Force Field (GAFF) 
(Wang et al., 2004) force fields and AM1-BCC (Jakalian et al., 
2002) were used to parameterize small molecules. MD simulation 
was performed for 40 ns. The details of MD procedure follow 
our previous work (Arba et al., 2018b). Subsequent to the MD 
simulation, the binding free energy on 200 snapshots taken 
from 20–40 ns simulation trajectories was computed using the 
Molecular Mechanics-Poisson Boltzmann solvent accessible 
surface area (MM-PBSA) method of single trajectory of 
complex as described in our previous work (Arba et al., 2016;  
Kollman et al., 2000).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
ZINCPharmer was employed for performing virtual 

screening, in which several pharmacophore features were chosen, 
including two hydrogen bond donors, one hydrogen bond acceptor, 
and one hydrophobic feature (Fig. 1). Through that scheme, 107 
compounds out of 22,723,923 small molecules of ZINC database 
were yielded.

Furthermore, the 107 compounds were docked on 
Pks13 active site using iDock to predict the binding conformation 
and affinity. It was found that the affinity of the ligands ranged 
from −3.92 to −12.39 kcal/mol, while the affinity of TAM16  
was −10.30 kcal/mol. Out of 107 compounds, 16 compounds had 
lower binding energies compared to that of TAM16. Furthermore, 
four top scored molecules, i.e., Lig79/ZINC09281113  

Figure 1. The pharmacophore model of TAM16 generated by ZINCPharmer 
(hydrophobic: green sphere, hydrogen bond acceptor: gold spheres).
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(E = −12.39 kcal/mol), Lig94/ZINC09584070 (E = −12.17 kcal/
mol), Lig95/ZINC09209668 (E = −11.40 kcal/mol), and Lig97/
ZINC09216165 (E = −12.06 kcal/mol), having lowest binding 
energies were proceeded for MD simulation. Figure 2 displays 
chemical structures of four best ligands.

Redocking of TAM16 resulted in binding conformation 
with RMSD value 0.8 Å, which is acceptable for docking 
protocol (Morris et al., 1998). Figure 3 displays the superimposed 
conformations of TAM16 before docking (green) and after 
docking (blue).

The Lig79/ZINC09281113 which exhibited the highest 
docking score of −11.53 kcal/mol exhibited pi-pi stacking 
interaction with Phe1585 and Phe1670. The same interaction 
occurred on other hit compounds, i.e., Lig94/ZINC09584070, 
Lig95/ZINC09209668, and Lig97/ZINC09216165. Besides, 
the pi-pi T-shaped interaction with Phe1637, amide-pi stacking 
interaction with Phe1585, and pi-alkyl interaction with 
Ala1617 and Val1614 were detected on the all four compounds. 
Meanwhile, additional pi-pi stacking with Tyr1582 and pi-pi 
T-shaped interactions with Trp1579 were observed in Lig95 
interaction. Figure 4 displays the interactions of Lig79, Lig94, 
Lig95, and Lig97 in the polyketide synthase 13. Overall, the 
virtual screening using iDock showed that the interactions of 
four best hits to Pks13 were dominated by the hydrophobic 
interaction.

Molecular dynamics simulations
Each polyketide synthase 13 complexed with top four 

hits and TAM16 was converged during 40-ns MD simulation as 
depicted by the values of the RMSD and the root mean square 
fluctuation (RMSF). Figures 5 and 6 show RMSD and RMSF 
values, respectively, for each ligand-Pks13 complex during 
40-ns MD simulation. It can be seen in Figure 5 that the hit 
compounds, i.e., Lig79, Lig94, Lig95, and Lig97 are more stable 

than native ligand (TAM16, red line) throughout simulation. 
The hit stabilities occurred since 10 ns of the simulation. The 
similar trend was observed in RMSF plot. The TAM16 is more 
fluctuated than hit compounds, as indicated by its higher RMSF 
values. Principally, all compounds show a similar fluctuation 
pattern on all amino acid residues of the protein. There were 
three noticeable peaks of RMSF plot, i.e., Pro117 (Pro1569), 
Asn139 (Asn1591), and Ala165 (Ala1617). Both Pro1569 and 
Asn139 (Asn1591) were loop regions which were principally 
more flexible than other region of protein. In addition, the highest 
peak at Ala165 (Ala1617) corresponded to the α-helix end.

MM-PBSA binding free energy
To reveal the binding forces of each ligand, the binding 

free energy calculation was performed using MM-PBSA method 
(Table 1). Table 1 shows that the hit compounds had better 
affinities than that of TAM16 (Lig79: −32.00 ± 3.76 kcal/mol, 
Lig94: −34.96 ± 3.70 kcal/mol; Lig97: −35.16 ± 3.80 kcal/mol; 
Lig95: −39.24 ± 3.02 kcal/mol, 5V8: −27.36 ± 3.72 kcal/mol). 
Moreover, the binding affinity of Lig95 was the strongest among 
those of other compounds.

The favorable energy contribution was originated from 
the electrostatic energy (ΔEELE), van der Waals (ΔEvdw), and the 
nonpolar solvation energies (ΔEPBSUR) terms. On the other hand, the 
polar energies of desolvation (ΔEPBCAL) were unfavorable for ligand 
binding, which lead to unfavorable net electrostatic contributions 
(ΔEELE + ΔEPBCAL). The largest contribution of van der Waals 
energy terms clearly indicates that the binding of ligand was mainly 
supported by the non-covalent interaction.

Figure 2. The chemical structures of four best hits.
Figure 3. Superimposed conformations of TAM16 before docking (green) and 
after docking (blue). The hydrogen bonds are displayed in green dashed lines.
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CONCLUSION
In conclusion, several hit compounds, i.e., Lig79/

ZINC09281113, Lig94/ZINC09584070, Lig95/ZINC09209668, 
and Lig97/ZINC09216165, were acquired as potential Pks13 

inhibitors by employing pharmacophore-based virtual screening, 
molecular docking, and molecular dynamics simulation analysis. 
The four hit compounds show better binding affinities compared 
to that of TAM16, a known inhibitor of Pks13, as evidenced by 
binding free energy calculation using MM-PBSA method. The 

Figure 6. The representation of RMSF plot characterizing amino acid residue 
fluctuation for each 5V8 (red), Lig79 (orange), Lig94 (green), lig95 (blue) and 
Lig97 (purple).

Figure 4. The representation of docked (a) Lig79, (b) Lig94, (c) Lig95 and (d) Lig97 into binding 
site of polyketide synthase 13. The pink dashed line indicates pi-pi stacking, the green dashed line 
demonstrates pi-alkyl interactions.

Figure 5. The RMSD value of ligand-Pks13 complex during 40-ns dynamics 
runs for each 5V8 (red), Lig79 (orange), Lig94 (green), lig95 (blue) and Lig97 
(purple).
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binding mechanism of the hits is primarily due to van der Waals and 
electrostatic interactions. The present study offers new chemicals 
of novel Pks13 inhibitors to be evaluated in experimental study.
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